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ADATA Launches ISDD336 and IUDD336 Industrial-Grade SD/microSD Cards
Finest-quality 3D NAND Flash for extreme environments and diverse applications
Taipei, Taiwan – Sep. 14, 2017 – ADATA Technology, a leading manufacturer of high performance DRAM modules
and NAND Flash products, today launched industrial-grade ISDD336 SD cards and IUDD336 microSD cards.
Diversifying ADATA offerings for industrial storage, all models feature wide temperature tolerance as well as shock,
vibration, and humidity resistance well beyond consumer product ratings. ISDD336 and IUDD336 cards utilize
durable and long-lasting 3D MLC NAND Flash, and are fully compliant with SD 3.0/SPI specifications, making them
reliable choices for embedded systems. Performance across the board reaches 95MB/s read and 90MB/s write.
Customers can choose ISDD336 SD cards in 16GB to 256GB capacities, and IUDD336 microSD cards in 16GB to
128GB capacities.
Tough storage with more options
ADATA continues to increase its focus on industrial-grade products, with more offerings for users. As the SD
standard has clear advantages for industrial customers thanks to its compact form factor, durability, and low power
requirements, ADATA strives to provide more choice in the SD space. Thus, ISDD336 cards arrive in SD form factor
while IUDD336 cards deliver the same quality and performance in microSD.
Designed to tolerate extreme conditions
From outdoor installation exposed to the elements, through points of sale subjected to heavy user traffic, to intense
manufacturing facilities, the new SD and microSD cards can handle the task. They are tested for a -40 to 85 degree
Celsius temperature range, and meet industrial-grade shock, vibration, and humidity standards. Exceeding
consumer SD/microSD tolerances by a large margin, these cards are meant to operate nominally in conditions that
would break regular embedded storage.
Advantages of 3D MLC NAND on the cards
With 3D MLC, ISDD336 and IUDD336 models provide longer-lasting storage with enhanced durability compared to
planar/2D MLC. Their MTBF and TBW ratings are at least 25% higher than previous 2D models, aided by smart
wear leveling and error correction algorithms that ensure even load distribution and increased data integrity.
About ADATA
ADATA Technology, one of the world’s largest vendors of DRAM modules and USB flash drives, provides complete
solutions, including memory cards, solid state drives, and portable hard drives. ADATA products also include on the
go power for mobile devices and the company is now a major provider of advanced LED lighting. ADATA products
continue to garner international acclaim from organizations such as iF Design Awards (Germany), red dot Awards,
CES Best of Innovations Awards, Good Design Awards (Japan), Best Choice of Computex Awards, and Taiwan
Excellence Gold Awards. The company’s slogan of Love, Life, Dreams embodies the ADATA brand and the role of
innovative memory products in the human pursuit of universally-cherished ideas. For more information, please visit
industrial.adata.com.
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